
Where in the World? 

 
 
 
I wasn’t sure what to write about this one. The theme is designed to get you to think about where you 
would like to be, but to take a writer’s work about a particular place they love  – Jane Austen and Lyme 
Regis, for example, or Terry Pratchet and Ankh Morpork , seemed a bit too random. 
 
So I started thinking about which books or poems encompass the greatest part of the world. I went 
through a few in my head before realising that it was obvious. Not a book, actually but a series of them. 
There might be book series that cover more far flung parts of the world than Patrick O’Brian’s Aubrey and 
Maturin series – but I certainly haven’t come across them. The books are classics of historical fiction but 
were brought to more general fame by the film Master and Commander/The Far Side of the World.  
The story starts in the port of Mahon, Minorca which is under British control in the early part of the Napo-
leonic wars. Lieutenant Jack Aubrey of the British Navy quarrels with and then befriends Stephen Maturin 
an Irish/Catalan physician fallen on hard times. Aubrey is promoted to Master and Commander which 
means he captains his own small ship and persuades Maturin to join him as surgeon. 

Boston Harbour by Fitz Henry Lane -  Prisoners of war, Jack Aubrey and 

Stephen Maturin escape from Boston in a small boat (The Fortunes of War) 

The friends’ ship is nearly wrecked on Inaccessible Island, Tristan da Cunha in, The Thirteen Gun Salute. 



The first book, Master and Commander, does not stray beyond the Western Mediterranean. They sail 
from Mahon to harry enemy shipping along the coast as far as Barcelona, are eventually captured but re-
leased on parole to end up in Gibraltar. But as Jack Aubrey is promoted and succeeds to bigger ships in 
subsequent books they sail almost everywhere it is possible to reach by sea: India, Indonesia, Australia, 
West Africa, Brazil, Chile, The USA, Canada, even into the Baltic to visit Sweden. 
 
The full list of countries would be impressive but difficult to compile as many of the modern states did not 
exist at the time the stories are set and other nations, or more often empires, have faded or collapsed. 
But what makes the Aubrey/Maturin books my candidate to represent the theme, ‘where in the world?’ is 
all the really remote spots they visit as they cross all the earth’s oceans and many of its seas on their vari-
ous missions.  ‘The Island’ (Madeira) Minorca and Malta are visited more than once. They are nearly 
wrecked on Inaccessible Island in the Tristan de Cunha archipelago in the middle of the South Atlantic, and 
fight a campaign with a French naval squadron on and around Mauritius (The Mauritius Command) and 
Reunion, almost as isolated in the Indian Ocean. They visit the Galapagos in The Far Side of the World and 
are wrecked on an inhospitable island in the Southern Ocean called, appropriately, Desolation Island. 
 
Not everywhere they visit is real. O’Brian was celebrated for the historical accuracy of his books and some 
of the ships Aubrey commands such as the Surprise and ‘the horrible old Leopard,’ are real, as are many of 
the battles and engagements, but some of the Pacific Islands and semi-independent statelets of the Otto-
man Empire are invented. Most cheeky of all, in Post Captain, the second of the series, Aubrey finds him-
self in command of a crew whose gunnery is abysmal. His gunpowder allowance for practise firing is ex-
tremely meagre so he sails close to the coast of Normandy and gets his gun crews to pound the shore bat-
teries protecting the seaside town of Balbec. 
 
You will scour the atlas in vain for Balbec, but it is not O’Brian’s invention. Where in the world is it then?  

Actually, it is to be found in Marcel Proust’s, In Search of Lost Time. And it featured in this very blog, re-

cently.  https://catch23writinggroup.wordpress.com/2020/07/13/what-makes-your-heart-sing/ 

Aubrey and Maturin are almost sunk by an iceberg in the Southern Ocean (Desolation Island) 

Prompt: Where in the world would you like to be right now? It doesn’t have to be possible or even really 
exist. It could be your garden on a sunny day, Ancient Athens or somewhere from a story - it’s up to you! 


